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QUESTION 1

A DevOps Engineer is setting up a container-based architecture. The Engineer has decided to use AWS
CloudFormation to automatically provision an Amazon ECS cluster and an Amazon EC2 Auto Scaling group to launch
the EC2 container instances. After successfully creating the CloudFormation stack, the Engineer noticed that, even
though the ECS cluster and the EC2 instances were created successfully and the stack finished the creation, the EC2
instances were associating with a different cluster. 

How should the DevOps Engineer update the CloudFormation template to resolve this issue? 

A. Reference the EC2 instances in the AWS::ECS::Cluster resource and reference the ECS cluster in the
AWS::ECS::Service resource. 

B. Reference the ECS cluster in the AWS::AutoScaling::LaunchConfiguration resource of the UserData property. 

C. Reference the ECS cluster in the AWS::EC2::Instance resource of the UserData property. 

D. Reference the ECS cluster in the AWS::CloudFormation::CustomResource resource to trigger an AWS Lambda
function that registers the EC2 instances with the appropriate ECS cluster. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/aws-properties-as- launchconfig.html 

 

QUESTION 2

An ecommerce company is receiving reports that its order history page is experiencing delays in reflecting the
processing status of orders. The order processing system consists of an AWS Lambda function using reserved
concurrency. The Lambda function processes order messages from an Amazon SQS queue and inserts processed
orders into an Amazon DynamoDB table. The DynamoDB table has Auto Scaling enabled for read and write capacity. 

Which actions will diagnose and resolve the delay? (Choose two.) 

A. Check the ApproximateAgeOfOldestMessage metric for the SQS queue and increase the Lambda function
concurrency limit. 

B. Check the ApproximateAgeOfOldestMessage metric for the SQS queue and configure a redrive policy on the SQS
queue. 

C. Check the NumberOfMessagesSent metric for the SQS queue and increase the SQS queue visibility timeout. 

D. Check the ThrottledWriteRequests metric for the DynamoDB table and increase the maximum write capacity units for
the table\\'s Auto Scaling policy. 

E. Check the Throttles metric for the Lambda function and increase the Lambda function timeout. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 3

A DevOps Engineer just joined a new company that is already running workloads on Amazon EC2 instances. AWS has
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been adopted incrementally with no central governance. The Engineer must now assess how well the existing
deployments comply with the following requirements: 

1.

 EC2 instances are running only approved AMIs. 

2.

 Amazon EBS volumes are encrypted. 

3.

 EC2 instances have an Owner tag. 

4.

 Root login over SSH is disabled on EC2 instances. 

Which services should the Engineer use to perform this assessment with the LEAST amount of effort? (Choose two.) 

A. AWS Config 

B. Amazon GuardDuty 

C. AWS System Manager 

D. AWS Directory Service 

E. Amazon Inspector 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 4

You have been asked to use your departments existing continuous Integration (CI) tool to test a three-tier web
architecture defined In an AWS CloudFormation template. The tool already supports AWS APIs and can launch new
AWS CloudFormation stacks after polling version control. The CI tool reports on the success of the AWS
CloudFormation stack creation by using the Describe Stacks API to look for the CREATE COMPLETE status. The
architecture tiers defined in the template consist of: 

-One load balancer 

-Five Amazon EC2 instances running the web application 

-One multi-AZ Amazon ROS instance 

How would you implement this? (Choose two.) 

A. Define a WaitCondition and a WaitConditionHandle for the output of a UserData command that does sanity checking
of the application\\'s post-install state. 

B. Define a CustomResource and write a script that runs architecture-level Integration tests through the load balancer to
the application and database for the state of multiple tiers. 
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C. Define a WaitCondition and use a WaitConditionHandle that leverages the AWS SDK to run the DescribeStacks API
call until the CREATE COMPLETE status is returned. 

D. Define a CustomResource that leverages the AWS SDK to run the DescribeStacks API call until the \\'CREATE
COMPLETE status is returned. 

E. Define a UserDataHandle for the output of a UserData command that does sanity checking of the application\\'s post-
install state and runs integration tests on the state of multiple tiers through the load balancer to the application. 

F. Define a UserDataHandle for the output of a CustomResource that does sanity checking of the application\\'s post-
install state. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to run a very large batch data processing job one time per day. The source data exists entirely in S3, and the
output of the processing job should also be written to S3 when finished. If you need to version control this processing
job and all setup and teardown logic for the system, what approach should you use? 

A. Model an AWS EMR job in AWS Elastic Beanstalk. 

B. Model an AWS EMR job in AWS CloudFormation. 

C. Model an AWS EMR job in AWS OpsWorks. 

D. Model an AWS EMR job in AWS CLI Composer. 

Correct Answer: B 

To declaratively model build and destroy of a cluster, you need to use AWS CloudFormation. OpsWorks and Elastic
Beanstalk cannot directly model EMR Clusters. The CLI is not declarative, and CLI Composer does not exist. 

Reference: 

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/aws-resource-emr-cluster.html 
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